Heart rate monitoring in ultra-high-eld MRI using frequency information obtained from video signals of the human skin compared to electrocardiography and pulse oximetry Abstract: Videos of the human skin contain subtle color variations associated with the blood volume pulse. This remote photoplethysmography signal can be used for heart rate monitoring and represents an alternative to signals obtained from contact-based hardware. We developed an algorithm that estimates the heart rate in realtime from photoplethysmography signals and evaluate its performance in the context of ultra-high-eld magnetic resonance imaging. We compare its accuracy to heart rate values estimated from electrocardiography and nger pulse oximetry triggers, obtained from MR vendorprovided hardware. For eight subjects, two experiments are conducted with the patient table outside and inside a 7 Tesla scanner. During both 5 min setups, heart rates from the algorithm and contact-based methods are stored. Their comparison suggests technical feasibility of the contactless method but that it is inferior in accuracy compared to contact-based hardware and that low heart rates (≤50 beats per minute) and adequate illumination are major challenges for practical feasibility.
Introduction
It has been shown recently that videos of the human skin can be used to estimate cardiac activity [1, 2] , which applies as well to videos recorded by 4] . The remotely obtained photoplethysmography signal is comparable to one obtained by pulse oximetry (PO) and allows estimation of the heart rate (HR). Therefore, it o ers an alternative to contact-based hardware for HR monitoring such as PO or electrocardiography (ECG), which both are subject to several limitations. In the context of ultra-high-eld MRI, the sensitivity of the ECG to magneto-hydrodynamic interferences increases [5] . Additionally, application of the ECG electrodes may result in patient discomfort. The PO probe can only be applied to certain areas of the body ( ngertip, earlobe), is very sensitive to movement, and bears the risk of failing because of low perfusion during long-duration examinations [6] . These disadvantages can be overcome by using a MR-compatible camera: It is not a ected by magnetohydrodynamic interferences, not restricted to possibly low-perfused region of the body, and does not cause additional stress to the patient.
Recently, elaborate algorithms for o ine HR estimation from remote photoplethysmography signals recorded with color cameras in tness [7] or o ce settings [8] [9] [10] have been presented. They are primarily concerned with motion compensation [7, 8] , analysis of camera color channels [9] , and estimation of morphological parameters [10] .
In the context of MRI in-bore HR monitoring, these results cannot be applied without adjustments because the HR has to be computed online and compatible cameras have signi cantly lower performance than the ones used in [7] [8] [9] [10] . Furthermore, the illumination in the bore as well as the distance to the subject represent additional challenges. So far, it has been shown that using frequency ltering [3] and magni cation [4] , o ine HR estimation from videos recorded with MRI in-bore cameras is possible. Results have not been validated in a larger group of subjects, and validation of online computation has not been done.
In this work, we compare the accuracy of online HR measurement using remote photoplethysmography, ECG, and PO in the context of ultra-high-eld MRI for a population of eight healthy subjects. We developed a basic, real-time algorithm that computes the HR from spectral information of mean pixel variations on a subject's forehead. We designed two experiments inside and outside the MR bore to analyze the in uence of illumination on the algorithm's accuracy.
Method . Study population
Eight healthy volunteers (gender: 2 female, age: 32.0±4.5 years, weight: 74.5±11.5 kg, height: 179.1±8.5 cm; mean±std) with di erent ethnic origins (6 Europe, 1 East Asia, 1 South Asia) were examined. Each volunteer was informed about the examination procedure by a physician and a written informed consent was obtained before the examination. The study was approved by the Ethics Commission of the Medical Faculty of the University DuisburgEssen (Study number: 11-4898-BO) and was conducted in conformance with the Helsinki Declaration.
. Experimental setup
A MRI-compatible camera (12M-i, MRC Systems, Heidelberg, Germany; B/W, 720x576 pixel, 25 frames-per-second) was used in an ultra-high-eld scanner room (Magnetom 7T, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The camera was installed above the patient's head using a custom-built stand made from MR-compatible material that was xed beneath the patient's head (see Figure 1 ). For each volunteer, we used two experimental setups with a duration of 300s each: (1) Patient table in home position with room illumination only (approximately 0.3T); (2) Patient table in scanning position inside the MR (7T). As the illumination inside the bore is signi cantly lower, we installed an o -the-shelf video projector to provide additional illumination. Subjects were positioned feet-rst and no imaging was performed.
During both examinations the time points of PO and ECG triggers from the MR vendor-provided system were stored individually. ECG triggers were computed from the peaks of R waves (depolarization of the ventricles), while the PO triggers were computed from the maximum of the pulse curve (arrival of the pulse wave in the periphery). The raw ECG signal was sampled at 400 Hz and the raw PO signal at 50 Hz. . Algorithm Using ROOT [11] and OpenCV [12] libraries, a real-time C++ algorithm was developed which assumes a heart rate between 48 and 180 beats per minute (bpm). A region-ofinterest (ROI) that covered most of the subject's forehead was manually de ned before the algorithm was launched.
The algorithm continuously estimated the current HR from a signal f(n) which represents the mean pixel intensities inside the ROI over the last ve seconds (N=125 frames): 0 Update of f(n) 1 Normalization of the amplitudes of f(n) to the range [0,1] 2 Zero padding of f(n) to N=256 values. Zeros are added equally before and after the original values of f(n). 3 Application of a Hamming window
) with α = . and β = − α to f(n) by element-wise multiplication in order to minimize the e ect of spectral leakage in the next step. 4 Computation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of f(n) 5 HR estimation from the Fourier spectrum of f(n) by choosing the bin with the largest magnitude within a frequency interval of 0.8-3Hz, which corresponds to the considered heart rates of 48-180 bpm. For example, if the largest magnitude was found in a bin corresponding to a frequency of 1Hz, the HR was assumed to be 60 bpm. After computation of the HR, the value was stored together with a time-stamp and the algorithm returned to step (0). Table 1 shows the obtained RMSE values during both experiments. In the rst setup, the ECG is assumed to be the most accurate modality and therefore MA ECG is used as ground truth. In the second setup, the ECG is expected to be corrupted by magnetohydrodynamic interferences and therefore MA PO is used as ground truth. In both cases, the root-mean-square error between the remaining signals and ground truth is computed. Figures 2 and 3 display example results for two subjects in di erent setups. As expected, the deviation between MA ECG and MA PO is only minimal in the rst setup. Larger deviations are a result of some missed PO triggers as can be seen in the examples of Figure 2 and 3 as well. The error between MA ECG and MA VID is much larger and in most cases when the HR of the subject is near 50 bpm. In the second setup the ECG is corrupted by magnetohydrodynamic interferences resulting in many false additional triggers and therefore a HR that is too high. The accuracy of the algorithm is decreased inside the bore as well; in seven out eight cases, the error between MA PO and MA VID is larger than the error between MA ECG and MA VID in the rst setup.
Results

Conclusion
The results obtained allow to draw several conclusions: -Online HR estimation based on photoplethysmography signals from the forehead using the described setup is technically feasible but inferior to contactbased methods such as ECG and PO. -As the error of the video-based approach compared to ground truth is in most cases inferior in the second setup compared to the rst setup, we conclude that low illumination inside the bore poses a challenge for video-based HR monitoring. We increased illumination by using a video projector from the back of the bore, which may not be su cient. -50% of the subjects had a mean HR near to 50 bpm and presumably exhibited intervals where the HR was below the considered lower border of the algorithm (48 bpm). Therefore we suppose that the interval of assumed heart rates has to be adjusted. We leave this challenge for future work because the spectrum of the photoplethysmography signal contains low frequency components which are not associated with the blood volume pulse. This prohibits to increase the interval of considered heart rates in the current implementation because the algorithm would always wrongly choose a low frequency component due to the large magnitudes of these components. -In most cases the video-based HR monitoring approach is able to reproduce the general trend of the HR but the low frames-per-second performance of the camera prevents more accurate results. As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 , ne details of the HR variations are not captured. This is a result of the low number of frames used and the resulting low resolution of the spectrum's frequency axis. The current algorithm uses frames from the last ve seconds for HR estimation. Increasing this number would improve the resolution of the spectrum mathematically but would average the computed HR over a larger number of heart cycles, thus low-pass ltering the results and removing HR variations as well.
In summary, using photoplethysmography signals is a promising new approach for real-time HR monitoring and technical feasibility under certain conditions has been shown but more validation and development is needed.
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